Surendranath Naik Minister of Agriculture
Government of Orissa Japan Schedule 2008, 24th May~04th Jun

25th May (Sun) 9:30~10:30 <KORIYAMA>
Meeting & Strolling around Yata Temple Nenbutsu-In with Yamatokoriyama-City Nara Mayor Mr. Ueda Kiyoshi

(Left:Yamatokoriyama-City Nara Mayor Mr. Ueda Kiyoshi)
(Right:Minister of Agriculture, Orissa Mr. Surendranath Naik)

✔ About Yamatokoriyama City✔
Symbol of this city is “GOLDFISH”.
In “Japanese Festival” held in Konark, Orissa, celebration of India-Japan Exchange Year 2007, traditional Drummer Group “Yamato Shishi-taiko”, originated in this city, gave a performance. They actually are citizens of this city.

✔ India-Japan Friendship festival 2007 in Orissa✔

Yamato·Shishi·Taiko
(Yamatokoriyama city Nara)

Nishimura·kagura·syacyu·Iwami kagura
(Hamada city Shimane)
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<KOBE>

25th May (Sun)  18:00～
Amma Japan Project in Kobe, Hyogo (Home Stadium Kobe)

- Attending as Special Guests
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<\textsc{KYOTO}>

26\textsuperscript{th} May (Mon) 13:00 \textasciitilde 15:00

Inspection of Seeding Company “Takii & Co.,Ltd.”
- Meeting with international Sales & Marketing Dept (13:00 \textasciitilde 14:00)
- Inspection of Quality controlling Process of seeds (14:00 \textasciitilde 15:00)

Sightseeing World Heritage Kiyomizu Temple

Mr. Mukaide Masakazu
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<WAKAYAMA>

27th May (Tue) 14:20～15:30
Inspection of Whale Museum & Aquarium
Host: Mr. Nanbu Hiromitsu, Dolphin Project Manager

* Taiji-cho, Wakayama is also famous for dolphin training & exporting project.

27th May (Tue) 16:00～
Meeting with Taiji-Cho, Wakayama Mayor Mr. Sangen & Chairman Mr. Mihara.
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28th May (Wed) 09:30〜10:30  <WAKAYAMA>
Inspection of Kinki University Fisheries Institute Oshima Lab Mr. Sawada

28th May (Wed) 10:30〜13:00
Inspection of Fish Farm in Pacific Ocean by Maruhachi Fisheries Ltd. Mr. Yoshida

28th May (Wed) 14:00〜
Inspection of Kushimoto Marine Park & Aquarium with Mr. Ui
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28th May (Wed) 14:00 ~ <WAKAYAMA>
Kushimoto Marine Park & Aquarium
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28th May (Wed) 16:00～<WAKAYAMA>
Inspection of Farm
<HIROSHIMA>

29th May (Thu)

Hiroshima Sightseeing

- Atomic Bomb Dome

- 1945, August 6, 8:15 a.m. The first atomic bomb used in the history of mankind.

- Now Hiroshima

- World Heritage Miyajima

❖ When the tide comes in, the shrine looks as if it is floating on the sea.
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30th May (Fri) 10:00～ <HIROSHIMA>
Inspection of Fudenosato kobo
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30th May (Fri) 13:30～16:00  <HIROSHIMA>
Meeting with Higashihiroshima-City Chamber of Commerce Chairman Mr. Arataki
Inspection of Satake Corp
Meeting with Mr. Kishida, Corporate Adviser
❖ Manufacturing agricultural machinery for food industry and food products
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31th May (Sat) 11:00~13:00  <HIROSHIMA>  
Meeting with Mr.Nakagawa LDP member  
† He is the former Secretary General of LDP, ruling party in Japan.

* Presenting “Satyagraha and Mahatma Gandhi and Albert Einstein” book to Mr. Nakagawa.

* Discussing about business opportunities between Japan and Orissa with presenting TEAM ORISSA "Come. Invest. Grow.”
<TOKYO>

01th Jun (Sun) 08:00～10:30
Inspection of Tokyo city & Traditional Japanese garden & Tokyo Tower.

・Built in 1958, the broadcasting tower is 333m tall.

・300 years old pine tree.
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01th Jun (Sun)  18:00～19:30  <OSAKA>
Orissa Festival
Attending as Special Guests
❖ Cultural program for promotion of our “Orissa”.

・ Minister Mr. S.Naik with India·Japan Friendship Club members.
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02th Jun (Mon)  10:30～11:00  <OSAKA>

Meeting with Osaka Prefectural Governor Mr. Hashimoto Toru & International Relations Mr. Shigeeda & Asia Relations Division Mr. Kitano.

・ Discussing about business opportunities between Japan and Orissa
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02th Jun(Mon) 13:30～<OSAKA>
Meeting with Misaki-Cho Osaka Mayor Mr. Ishida Masahiro.

- Visit Fishing Park, Coast, Clean Project Center and Misaki Zoo.

❖ About Misaki-Cho, Osaka ❖
Misaki-cho is famous for the beautiful natural coast.12 Odissi & Gotipua dancers have stayed in this town for about 2 months in 2007 the memorial year of India-Japan exchange.
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<OSAKA>
03rd Jun (Tue) 4:30～
Inspection of Osaka Eastern Wholesale Market
This market deals with fresh vegetables & fruits& fish.

・ Lotus root

・ Tuna fish from India.
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<NARA>
03rd Jun (Tue) 12:00〜
Inspection of Nishimoto Electric MFG. Co.,Ltd.
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<NARA>
03th Jun (Tue)  13:30～

Nara Saho College
Meeting with President Mr. Oishi